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Abstract—A real-time high-speed visible light communication
(VLC) system based on RGB-LEDs is proposed in this paper.
With the use of the wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM),
the system enables three individual color channels. The physical layer of the system is based on time-domain synchronous
OFDM (TDS-OFDM) technology. Digital pre-distortion method
also is applied to improve the SNR performance. Experiment
demonstration shows that the proposed system can achieve a
peak transmission data rate of 544.32 Mbps in real time with
256-order constellation, transmitting three individual 4K ultrahigh-definition television (UHDTV) signals at the same time. The
proposed system is proven to be sufficient for wireless indoor
multimedia communication requirements.
Index Terms—Visible light communication, WDM, real-time,
wireless indoor multimedia communication.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years multimedia transmission technology has
made rapid developments, meeting the growing demand for
multimedia transmission services. However, wireless indoor
multimedia communication (WIMC) still faces enormous challenges [1]. WIMC systems need to be both real-time and highspeed, while solving the problem of scarce spectrum resources.
With the advantages of high transmission data rate, the
absence of electromagnetic interference, and saving spectral
resources, visible light communication (VLC) technology has
greatly developed during the past few years as an emerging
wireless communication technology, and is considered to be
one of the best choices for WIMC. VLC is perfectly suitable
for various types of indoor environments, including libraries,
electronic equipment factories, airports, and hospitals. Moreover, VLC technology can be applied directly onto the existing
lighting devices with little modification, reaching the convenience of both illumination and wireless communication [2]
[3].
In a VLC system, light emitting diodes (LEDs) have been
widely used as the lighting and signal sources [3]. LEDs have
the advantages of low power consumption, long lifetime and
high brightness, making LEDs suitable for optical wireless
communication in indoor environments. A photo detector (PD)
is usually used as a receiver in VLC systems. Since the optical
signal in a VLC system must be both real and non-negative,
the signal is transmitted using intensity modulation (IM) at

the sender, and is detected using direct detection (DD) at
the receiver, which is called an IM/DD system [4]. The light
sources convert the electric signals to optical signals, which
is received and recovered to electric signals by the PDs at the
receiver sides.
Compared with relatively simple modulation methods such
as on-off keying (OOK) and pulse-position modulation (PPM), orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is
considered to be one of the best modulation techniques for
optical wireless communication, with the advantages of resistance to channel multi-path, high spectral efficiency and
low complexity equalization at the receiver [5]. The baseband
complex signal is adjusted to be both real and non-negative
when OFDM is utilized in a VLC system to fit the IM/DD
requirements. Based on different types of guard intervals
for OFDM schemes, cyclic prefix OFDM (CP-OFDM), zero
padding OFDM (ZP-OFDM) and time-domain synchronous
OFDM (TDS-OFDM) have been widely used in different systems. In digital television terrestrial multimedia broadcastingadvanced (DTMB-A) standard, dual PN padding TDS-OFDM
is applied, which leads to a low-complexity equalization, and
improves the channel estimation accuracy [6].
The data rates of recent VLC systems are increasing rapidly.
Research reports have demonstrated numerous high-speed VLC systems. So far, the OFDM VLC wireless communication
system with a transmission rate up to 11.1 Gbps has been
utilized, indicating the infinite potential of VLC technology [7]. However, most of the high-speed VLC systems are
offline-processed rather than real-time [8], limiting its wide
applicability. In [9], a real-time visible light communication
system based on 2ASK-OFDM coding is proposed, reaching
a speed up to 76 Mbps. In [10], a real-time VLC system
using bidirectional rate-adaptive OFDM transmission reaches
a data rate of 200 Mbps. The aforementioned systems are not
sufficient to meet the requirements of WIMC.
In this paper, a real-time high-speed VLC system is proposed, which is based on red, green and blue (RGB) LEDs
using wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) method. The
system proposed is able to realize the real-time transmission
of high-speed multimedia signals, reaching a transmission data
rate higher than 500 Mbps. The system structure is analyzed
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in detail, and the demonstration results are provided in this
paper. It will be a very promising technology for WIMC.

Fig. 3.

II. S YSTEM D ESCRIPTION
Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the optical transmitter
of the proposed system. The light sources contain three individual colors, including red, green and blue. WDM method is
utilized with RGB-LEDs [10], providing three individual color
channels. For a single color channel, a 4K ultra-high-definition
television (UHDTV) signal is transformed from User Datagram Protocol (UDP) stream to asynchronous serial interface
(ASI) stream. The signal is then modulated and channel coded
through the digital optical transmitter board. The output lowvoltage differential signaling (LVDS) intermediate frequency
(IF) digital signal then passes through the analog optical
transmitter. The block diagram of the optical transmitter for
one single color is shown in Fig. 2.
In the optical transmitter, the signal needs to be scrambled
by pseudo-noise (PN) sequence firstly. Low density parity
check code (LDPC) is applied in the channel coding module.
In the proposed system, the code rate of the LDPC code is
1/2, and the code length is 15360 bits. The 256 amplitude
phase shift keying (APSK) constellation with Gray mapping
(Gray-APSK) used in DTMB-A system [11] is applied, which
is shown in Fig. 3. If the receiver is moving or the diffuse
reflection is strong, lower order modulations including 16APSK and 4-APSK can also be selected. Time-domain synchronous OFDM (TDS-OFDM) technique is adopted in the
physical layer, with inserted dual PN padding sequences as
the guard interval [12]. Then, the baseband modulated complex
signal is quadrature up-converted to a low IF frequency, and
a suitable DC-bias is added, making the signal both real and
non-negative for the IM/DD system. After being digital-toanalog (D/A) converted and passing through a low pass filter
(LPF), the signal then drives the LED sources.
The dual PN padding TDS-OFDM scheme is applied in
the proposed system, the frame structure of which is shown
in Fig. 4. Two identical PN sequences are denoted as p1i =
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p2i = [p0 , p1 , · · · , pM−1 ], where M is the length of the PN
sequence, and i is the frame index. Si is the frame data with a
length of N . Thus the length of one frame is N + 2M . Intersymbol-interference (ISI) caused by multi-path effect should
be eliminated at the receiver. Since p2i is only effected by p1i
through multi-path fading channel, the channel estimation can
be achieved easily, without iterative methods. While having
the advantages of OFDM technology, the dual PN padding
TDS-OFDM scheme can reduce the complexity of the receiver
greatly, with a ignorable slight decrease in the spectrum
efficiency.
In DTMB-A standard, APSK constellation with Gray mapping is applied. As is shown in Fig. 3, for 256 APSK constellation mapping, there are 8 rings in the constellation and
each of which contains 32 points. Each point on the same
ring has identical initial phase. The constellation diagram
of APSK is more similar to the Gaussian distribution, so
from the information theory point of view, APSK achieves
better channel capacity. Compared with quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM) with Gray mapping (Gray-QAM), GrayAPSK provides better shaping gain in both independent and
iterative de-mapping scenarios, which makes Gray-APSK a
better choice for the system proposed in this paper [11].
Since most of the commercial LEDs have a great attenuation
with the frequency increasing in the used frequency range,
a digital pre-distortion technology is applied to increase the
response for the high frequency side [13], making the received
spectrum flat and ensuring a relatively high signal-to-noise

TABLE II
S YSTEM C ONSTELLATION AND P HYSICAL L AYER R ATE
Constellation
256 APSK
16 APSK
4 APSK

Fig. 8.

Transmission data rate
544.32 Mbps
272.16 Mbps
136.08 Mbps

The actual object of the optical transmitter.

Fig. 5. Spectrum of the received signal without pre-distortion: blue curve.
Spectrum of the received signal with pre-distortion: yellow curve.
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TABLE I
S YSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameter
Working band
Effective bandwidth of one coloer
Total equivalent effective bandwidth
Modulation
Guard interval
FFT length
FEC code rate
FEC code length
Red light wavelength
Green light wavelength
Blue light wavelength

Value
2-26 MHz
22.68 MHz
68.04 MHz
TDS-OFDM
Double PN-MC256
4096
1/2
15360
630 nm
520 nm
450 nm

ratio (SNR). Fig. 5 indicates the spectrum of the received
signal with and without pre-distortion.
Fig. 6 illustrates the block diagram of the optical receiver
of the proposed system, which is directly corresponding to
the transmitter. Firstly, the received optical signal is separated
into individual RGB colors by different optical filters, and is

detected by three PDs. The separated signals are then processed through optical receivers for each single color, the block
diagram of which is shown in Fig. 7. With synchronization and
equalization modules, the received signal is demodulated after
transimpedance amplification, automatic gain control (AGC)
and analog-to-digital conversion (ADC). And finally, the video
signal is recovered after LPDC decoder and ASI to UDP
format conversions.
Table. I gives the important parameters of the system, and
the system transmission data rates with different constellations
are summarized in Table. II. It is worth noting that when
the constellation mapping is 256-APSK, the system data
rate is above 500 Mbps in real time, enough for multimedia
transmission services.
III. S YSTEM D EMONSTRATIONS
Both the optical transmitter and the optical receiver use the
4U 19 inch rack mount chassis in the proposed system. Figs. 8
and 9 show the actual objects of the optical transmitter and
receiver, respectively.
Fig.10 shows the actual object of the light source based on
RGB-LEDs. For each color, the LED light source contains
five single LED chips. Convex lenses are used for each single
color LED source to reach a better light-focusing performance.
The irradiation angle of each LED source can be adjusted to
improve the lighting quality.
The whole system is demonstrated in Fig. 11. The UHDTV
programs played by three computers are modulated and sent

a lower order modulation, including 16-APSK and 4-APSK.

Fig. 10.
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Fig. 11.

Overall system demonstrations.

IV. C ONCLUSION
A real-time high-speed VLC system based on RGB-LEDs
for WIMC is proposed in this paper. Including the application of TDS-OFDM, digital pre-distortion, WDM and other
technologies, the system is described and demonstrated in
details. The research results show that the proposed VLC
system can reach a transmission data rate beyond 500 Mbps
in real time, while ensuring a 100 Mbps rate under relatively
bad channel conditions, which meets the wireless indoor
multimedia communication requirements.
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